
BRIAN TOMSON’S LETTERS 1975-1986 
 
I was the Problem Editor in Chess in Australia 1974-1984-Brian took over from me. 
 
Book 1 2/7/1974-30/4/1975 
5/3 75-Brian asks for copy of History of Chess Problems in Australia 
13/3/75-He thanks me for copy 
9/4/75-Problem Solutions (I don’t think these would be of interest) and they came with 
most of the letters that follow until he took over the column.  
 
Book 2 1/5/75-6/9/75 
7/5/75-Solutions 
4/6/75-Solutions 
2/7/75-Solutions 
1/8/75-Thanks for Australian Problemist ( magazine that appeared in the 60’s) 
He wrote :- It must be disadvantageous to lose sight even for a chess player. I know in my 
own case, if I try to play blindfold I generally lose track of the position after about 15 
moves. It’s much preferable to have a comforting standard-size board and men right in 
front of you………Doug Carey who scored 5 points in the recent Kriegspiel ch’ship, 
helped me with a checkup on the position for soundness; we spent half an hour on it.. 
(3-er 2N5/1p1Bp3/8/1Klk3/2pB3R/3p2P1/3P4/8 (7x5) (Bc3) 
28/8/75 Solutions …-Getting up to a seventh ascent is like Dante’s progress to Paradise! 
(He was referring to the solving ladder) 
 
Book 3 7/9/75-18/3/76 
25/9/75-Brian won K is for Karpov and is off to England end of year. 
 10/11/75-Pleased his 3-er tricked ‘someone’. 
5/12/75-The George Wilson problem corrected by Brian. 
29/2/76-Solutions –Brian back from England 
 
Book 4 13/3/76-3/9/76 
1/3/76-Brian pleased Laurie Hill won with his 3-er. 
24/3/76-Solutions-Brian helps with Caxton’ chess book and my query as to whether it 
was the first book printed in English. 
19/5/76-Solutions 
23/6/76-Solutions and more on Caxton-a very good letter showing Brian’s forensic skills. 
13/7/76-Sends another problem-an 8 move series helpmate (Most appeared in his book) 
30/7/76-Solutions-and a copy of this letter for you as it contains his chessplay ‘history’ 
Note his Maitland Mercury comments. 
28/8/76-Solutions 
20/8/76-This letter went into ACL2 which you have. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Book 5 6/9/1976-4/2/1977  
18/9/1976-Brian upset at my sacking as problem editor of Problem Corner in Chess in 
Australia. He wrote to editor Bernie Johnson defending the column-good of him and 
Bernie changed his mind. Brian spent time reading the Maitland Mercury post Nov 1845 
but no chess references. 
18/10/76-Brian pleased at the reprieve. He was searching through Newcastle District 
Chess Association Minute books and was making up an index of references to recent 
Hunter Valley chess. (Where is this today Greg?) 
 
22/10/76-My letter to Brian about research done in Mitchell Library Sydney:- 
1.Selwyn Papers A736 p.243-Chess Editors of the Sydney Mail and Town & Country 
Journal would aid in formation of a Chess Club in Newcastle. V.Brown & G.J. Heydon’ 
letter to Rev. A.E. Selwyn 1870. 
2.St John’s Church Darlinghurst 1870 A736 p.243 
1894 Enthusiasm among Newcastle players through A.E. Selwyn’s gift of Ivory chess men 
for competition 1894. 
3.Letter from Stockton School of Arts Chess Club to Rev. Selwyn A736 p.451 p.453-
Strong attraction to chess as Stockton. 
(Greg, I’m not sure what is meant by St. John’s Church etc but clearly Rev. Selwyn was a 
mover and shaker for chess in Newcastle from early days with a first club mooted ca 
1870. Again 1894 surfaces-Jacobsen’s visit etc-a look through a local 1894 paper might 
be useful). 
 
9/11/76-Brian replied :- Thanks for the details about the Stockton School of Arts Chess 
Club. If I remember right from my browsing through the district association minutes, this 
club was still in existence just after the Second World War. It’s gone now, though there’s 
been a considerable reshuffle among the various Newcastle chess clubs in the last thirty 
years. 
(Greg, so those minutes are valuable. I sense from your letter that you are OK after WW2 
and presume you have access to these minutes.) 
 
Book 6 5/2/1977-2/7/1977 
6/3/1977-Brian was sad about Bill Whyatt’s death (famous Australian problemist) and 
also writes about chess libraries. Brian’s collection then was My own collection of chess 
books is nothing like as big as Kevin Harrison’s (over 500); being about 100-150 (yes, 
that’s all) though I think it is the largest collection in Newcastle as I know I’m ahead of 
the University Library, the Public Library and the Newcastle Chess Club Library. I do 
have one or two out-of-the-way items which possibly you and Robert Jameison etc 
haven’t got; eg a copy of the book of the ANSTOTAL zonal tournament (won by Gligoric) 
which was given to me as a schoolboy, and I’ve kept it ever since. Then, a recent 
acquisition, a copy of W.Lewis’ revision of ‘Sarratt on Chess’, picked up in a second-
hand shop for 10p (it dates from the 1820’s),though I can’t claim credit for that really, as 



it was a friend at Oxford who found it and bought it and gave it to me. It doesn’t have 
‘problems’, it has ‘situations’ most of which are primitive problems…. 
(Greg, I will omit other info on chess books as you have access to his library. By the way 
I have enjoyed my two visits to the Auchmuty-it is a nice building in a green university. 
Walking around the Don Morris wetlands was great,) 
 
4/4/1977-Solutions and more comments on chess libraries. Brian denied being a collector 
at all!! He got a first at the Easter Tourney in Canberra-Doeberl I guess. 
(Well, perhaps he wasn’t a collector; but anyone looking at his collection today might be 
bemused. I note in Bert that I said the same. I think that’s a very long bow. I can tell you 
that I was amazed when I saw some of the Overbrooks in his collection. One I’d been 
after for a decade or more and he had it a decade earlier and kept quiet about it! I’m sure 
that is a typical collector’s cunning! ) 
 
3/5/77-Brian wrote-Thank you for your congratulations on Canberra, though I was very 
lucky. In the round before the last, against Alps, an ex-Country champion, I won in 19 
moves by an unsound combination and am now desperately plotting how to keep the 
score-sheet out of Don Keast’s hands. And in the last round, against Kevin Harrison, I 
escaped out of a slightly inferior endgame by a claim of repetition of moves (legal 
enough, supported by a spectator, Bill Jordan), though Kevin claimed he’d intended to go 
on and try and win.  Solutions 
 
3/6/77- A letter on chess history-Brian wrote that the Venafro chessmen (Italy) were 
mediaeval somehow and that Dr. Chicco was wrong. Many years later Brian’s views 
were confirmed by carbon dating. The chess pieces from the 9th century had got into a 2nd 
century AC grave strata. His views on the Dalversin-tepe find (See Alexanders The Book 
of Chess or Linder’s book Chess in Old Russia were similar. Jury still out on those. 
 
27/6/77-Solutions plus another original 3-er 
 
Book 7 11/7/1977-28/12/1977 
 
31/7/1977-Brian changed his mind on Venafro after reading Olga Elia’s text. He was 
surprised that H.J.R.Murray had not discussed these pieces.  
 
On Tomago….the answer to the historical puzzle of who were the players in your 1845 
correspondence game is, I think, more likely to be in Sydney than here. The University 
Archives here have virtually no 19th century material, even if local (apart from the 
Maitland Mercury) and I think the City Archives aren’t much better off….I wouldn’t at 
all press my point about the dock…from my personal observation Tomago didn’t seem 
equipped with one for a large steamer. In my case, if the Hunter River Chess Club was 
anything like what its name suggests it was, the letters containing the moves would be 
likely to have been posted in Maitland. It still would be interesting to know what the 
frequency of service was in 1845, particularly if it were infrequent, when you could prove 
the 24 moves must have been spread over a certain length of time…. 



(Greg, as you know a steamer could offload at any temporary spot if deep enough. I think 
Tomago House is well off the river.) 
 
5/9/77 & 28/9/77-Solutions 
8/10/77- My letter on the timetable for the steamers in 1845. The Rose and The Thistle 
left every Monday, Thursday & Saturday from Sydney and came back every Tuesday 
Friday & Saturday from Morpeth. 
 
Book 8 1/1/1978-10/10/1978 
 
4/4/78-Brian returned from England-Solutions 
 
22/5/78-Solutions and details on the Barleycorn chess set he bought in England.(This set 
went to Rurik Bergmann) 
 
18/6/78-Solutions 
21/7/78-Solutions and debate starts on Captain Cook’s chess set. 
10/8/78-Solutions and more debate on Cook’s set. 
The Newcastle Public Library Reference Section had 41 books on chess-31 chess, 3-
chessmen,6 Chessplayers and chessplaying,1 Fairy chess. There’s a historical & cultural 
emphasis, with Wichmanns, Lanier Graham and Mackett Beeson all there. The Lending 
Library has 8 in the Catalogue, 3 visible on the shelves….the Newcastle University 
Library had 64 chess items visible on the shelves in the section 794.1 (=chess), it may 
have a couple of dozen more in all. Doug Carey has a complete set of Chess World, 
though not many other chess books… 
?/9/78-Chess Halma Solitaire 
17/10/78-Solutions 
 
Book 9 10/10/1978-31/7/1979 
 
13/9/78-Brian claims to have the largest chess book collection “north of North Sydney”. 
His rivalry was with Rurik Bergmann who had 105 books and 21 volumes of Chess 
World. Brian had 123 books and 20 volumes of magazines-I just scrape home ahead. 
But when he was in Brisbane he counted 204 in the Public Library but this of course is 
very north of Sydney. (An amusing debate) 
4/10/78-Brian pleased chess halma solitaire appeared in CIA 
13/10/78-More halma;23/10/78-Brian gives $10 prize for halma solution 
2/11/78-Solutions & more halma 
4/11/78-More halma  
4/12/78-Brian discovers all his work on halma had been largely anticipated 17 years 
earlier in Scientific American. 
23/12/78-Brian sends 2-er as he heads overseas. 
 
Book 10 1/8/1979-13/6/1980  
 
5/8/79-Solutions and Indians (a form of chess problem strategy) 



12/8/79-Brian pleased about the Whyatt book 
19/9/79-Solutions and playing through Whyatt problems. 
27/9/79-Solutions and Brian points out a mysterious Australian Chess problem book in 
Betts. (turned out to be a manuscript by Alex Goldstein of his problems) 
19/10/79-Solutions and Reviews of a chess book in the Newcastle Morning Herald 
24/11/79-Solutions and the way to beat ‘dark horses’ who win games. 
2/1/80- Solutions sent from England on a Postcard from British Museum. 
23/2/80-Solutions and debate starts on the Witchampton Manor chessmen find. 
8/3/80-Solutions and more debate on Witchampton 
28/3/80-Solutions and Witchampton and “How many Australians play chess?” 
Brian thinks ¼ of the population but some of them a bit shaky on the ep rule. 
16/5/80-Solutions and Brian has second thoughts on ¼ of Aussies playing chess. Perhaps 
¼ of the males and 2% of the females. More Witchampton. 
 
Book 11 13/6/1980-2/4/1981 
 
5/6/80-Brian writes:- I’m not sure I agree with George Steiner on seeing a link between 
chess, mathematics and music as ‘resplendently useless’, for mathematics is only partly 
useless, and there are a lot of other useless things in the world, not to do with chess. 
(Greg, that could be, but I know  intelligent people who thought chess was a waste of 
time. One person, a woman teacher despised her father’s interest in chess problems and  
either destroyed his historical papers or wanted to as they are lost. Another, had her late 
husbands chess book collection of some hundreds of books taken to the garbage tip.) 
Brian :-By the way, I’ve noted one or two names in linguistics to add to your list of 
famous people who played chess: besides Sir William Jones, author of ‘Caisso’, there 
was Otto Jespersen, whose early career followed “an apparently zigzag course by way of 
law, chess, shorthand, French Literature and Danish dialects” (his ‘Selected Writings’ 
London n.d. p.782) and the Verner of’ Verner’s Law’ fame, who had chess journals about 
his room (ibid p.760) 
 
17/7/80-Much on an historical problem that may go back earlier than Damiano & Lucena. 
 
15/9/80-Brian swings back on Venafro even before reading an article by Ken Whyld:-The 
pieces do look Muslim….some other mistake has been made. I don’t know what. 
Very perceptive of Brian even if he did chop and change.As he wrote:-the design 
condemns them to the age of the Caliphs not hundreds of years earlier in Rome. 
 
16/10/80-Debate starts on the Lewis chessmen-are they as old as claimed?. Back on the 
Cook set now located in New York but no chance Newcastle University can buy if they 
are for sale. They were not. Brian was now ‘open-minded’ about Venafro. 
 
6/11/80-Witty writing on the Bhagaveta Purana in which Brian maintains his skepticism 
on the birth date of chess-3000BC!! He writes:-…you’ve also got to believe Krishna had 
16,108 wives and I’m not willing to do that. He bought a ‘Boris’computer. 
 



8/12/80- The Woodperry and Warrington chessmen finds are not chessmen according to 
Murray. If they are, being Anglo-Saxon they are unique but their datings are suspect. 
 
15/1/81-Brian:-I agree with Macdonald-Ross that a book on playing sets would be a good 
idea…. 
8/2/81-Brian analyzing a Wallace/Jacobsen game  
16/2/81-Brian sends another original problem. 
1/3/81-Brian revises the original send 16/2. 
 
6/3/81-More Wallace/Jacobsen analysis. Brian reaffirms he is not a chess book collector! 
He then adds ..But I don’t really collect books (or do I?) There are about 2000 books 
sitting in the room where I am at the moment. 
(Presumably the Auchmuty? You can see how collectors always deny being collectors. 
It’s as though it is a very bad habit-which it is! Just ask my wife) 
 
2/4/81-Brian sends all Boris’ times in solving the 3-ers and sends the Wallace/Jacobsen 
game from the 1901 NSW Ch’ships. 
 
Book 12  2/4/1981-31/12/1981 
22/5/81-4 new Helpmates from Brian and more research on Wallace/Jacobsen with Bob 
Shearer. Brian is content with Boris and will not buy a Sci-Sys-since I don’t collect 
computers! – he buys ACL1 
19/6/81-Wallace/Jacobsen-good comments on ACL1.Brian buys The Chess Euclid with 
certain notes pencilled in.(The notes referred to other books the problems were in) 
18/7/81-Brian solving in the Bill Morris Solving Tourney (Bill was a Problem Corner 
solver who left his chess books to me. I decided to run a 48 problem solving tourney to 
spread the books around)- sitting up to midnight . 
31/7/81-My letter to him about an article in Kensal Green Cemetery  by Robert Morley 
Brian had had an unsuccessful search for M’Donnell & De la Bourdonnais graves in this 
beautiful place. I also tried in 1990 and failed. Staunton is buried there too and I didn’t 
even know that. All the same I very much enjoyed my ramble through the headstones. 
23/7/81-Brian corrects one solution;12/8/81-More solutions sent;13/8/81-more;21/8/81-
more corrections plus two pages of comments; 
2/10/81-Brian won 3rd prize in the Bill Morris Solving Tourney. It was no walk in the 
park. 
19/10/81- Excellent letter & critique of Isaak Linder’s book Chess in Old Russia 
31/10/81-Brian buys an Alexandre-very rare 1846 Chess problem work. 
1/12/81-Brian agrees that his research into the Hunter River Chess games can go into 
ACL2. He liked Gerard Mahoney’s book The Eye of the Spud. (Gerard was another PC 
solver) 
 
Book 13  1/1/1982-20/12/1982 
12/1/82-Brian selects his 3rd Prize from Bill Morris’s books-Chernev’s Chess Companion 
9/2/82-Did Sir Joseph Banks teach the Tahitian Omai to play chess? Good debate and 
Brian thought we might have proved it. He was reading Cumes’ Their Chastity was not 



too Rigid –it contains very early references to chess in Australia and was written by an 
Australian diplomat. 
3/3/82-I sent Brian a list of London Chess Clubs of the 18/19th centuries. 
17/3/82-Brian writes that he sent me pages from Omai-Noble Savage two years ago and 
he had. 
30/4/82- Brian asks what is a book?:- I suppose the problem what is a ‘book’ and what 
isn’t would be simple enough in the 19th century but has been growing more acute 
recently, with numbers of pamphlets and stapled leaflets and things of that kind, and also 
with more careful archival preservation of these. And, although most of what’s on any 
individual’s shelves would be books that no-one would query the status of, a lot of these 
pamphlets do exist, sometimes in rather limited editions, so that there might actually be 
as many titles of pamphlets as titles of books. And ‘chess book’ is tricky too if you 
restricted it to everything classified as 795.1 by the Dewey system you’d be excluding 
general works on games that are often more important contributions to chess literature 
than strictly 795.1 items. Still, I think for a rough count of chess books I’d make it the 
795.1 classification: not double-counting different editions, and not counting anything 
without a cover. 
(This was in discussion about the total number of chess books in the world) 
7/6/82-Brian on How many chess books are there?-is an ‘item’ a ‘book’? or various items 
of Novocastriana that I can recollect. 
(Greg-this raises a list of Newcastle born chess items that you know of. I will come back 
on this later as it is important to keep the Australian chess bibliography up to date) 
16/6/82-My reply suggested that we could copy E.W. Padwick’s 1977 book The 
Bibliography of Cricket in which 8,284 cricket titles were listed. That leaves cricket a 
long way behind chess but it gives a good definition of what is a Title. We got bogged 
down in ‘item’ and ‘book’. Perhaps ‘Title’ is a better word. 
Brian had composed 39 problems for his 39 years:- for the first time problems caught up 
with my age… mention of an aboriginal chess player in The Bulletin p.16 26/3/1958. 
2/7/82-Brian -My own collection of problem works is building up-he liked Planck’s 
problem book. 
29/7/82-Brian on Palamedes, dice and chess. 
26/8/82-Brian-Sir Joseph Banks probably stopped with Omai on the way to Whitby at 
Castle Howard and this may explain why the painting of Omai by Reynolds is in the 
Castle. Brian’s chess primer was Green’s Chess –a miserable little book with a dozen or 
so unannotated games at the end.   
(A lot of people in the late 19th century learned chess from Green. The book appeared in 
1889, revised 1920 & 1938) 
30/9/82-Brian bought more rare problem works. 
8/11/82-Brian liked the book prize I sent him Taverner’s Chess Problems nd but 1924. 
I also sent him some xeroxes of Shakespeare and chess. When I was buying heavily 
around this period problem books were very cheap indeed-even ones 50+ years old. 
Problem books always lag behind books on the game price-wise. 
2/12/82-Brian liked ACL2 and the article on the Australian Chess Club. 
10/12/82- I wrote to Brian to congratulate him on his PhD. 
 
Book 14 1/1/1983-15/12/1983 



17/1/83-Brian enjoyed an article by Michael Macdonald-Ross (UK chessbook dealer) on 
chess typography-descriptive vs algebraic. 
Brian:- I enclose also the latest Newcastle Chess Newsletter..we’re very happy to 
welcome you as a subscriber. But the old ones are really not worth Xeroxing: the 
Newsletter is deliberately Dullsville with news and results, but little in the way of 
magazine material (the article on ‘Chess Books in Newcastle Libraries’ in Issue No.15 is 
a rare exception). I’m only temporary editor of it, as it happens; Max Goldsmith who did 
it before, was transferred by the Passport Office to Sydney. When I took it over, I thought 
I’d only have to do an issue or so, but Max has been in Sydney now for a number of 
months. Still I can’t really forward-plan with it or radically change its direction. 
(Greg, this is in the Australian Chess Bibliography (under Club Magazines) as starting 
early 1973. It would be good to have an update. Also Gambit Chess Club Bulletins No. 1 
& 2 August 1966-another Newcastle club. Did they put out any more? Who are they? 
Another mystery is the N.D.C.A. Newsheet-Does this refer to Newcastle District Chess 
Association? Another is Unichess which was produced by the University of Newcastle 
Union ca 1971 Editor W. Keats. Were any booklets etc ever produced on club or country 
ch’ships held in Newcastle? Can you update Newcastle chess publications?) 
 
4/2/83- Perhaps a ‘favourite book’ item could appear in the Newsletter? It would get 
different people’s names appearing as many as care to rack their brains and make a 
nomination, and that goes down well in a publication of this sort. At the moment I’m 
definitely intending to stand down as editor. I’ll propose that in the coming year the 
editorship should be split with myself continuing as games editor (I’d prefer to annotate a 
few games rather than chase news all the time). The February issue is enclosed. As you’ll 
see I crashed in the Newcastle Open, losing whatever glory I managed to acquire in 
Sydney. John Kellner was unlucky in the last round: the first prize was $400 but the 
minor prizes quite small and losing to Maclaurin instead of winning cost him over three 
hundred dollars. We may get Normand to annotate the game and put it in a future 
Newsletter (or it may even reach CIA) 
 
31/3/83- Enclosed is Newsletter No.17. Though No.16 was supposed to be my last, I got 
talked into doing a further one, since otherwise it would have been difficult to get it out 
on time for needed advertising (most of the copies were sent out just before the Newcastle 
Club Lightning Tournament). Kevin Black continues from now on. 
Brian getting interested in series selfmates and sends 2. He also had a joint problem with 
Rurik Bergmann who lived at Toronto. Brian was President at the time-not sure which 
club. 
6/4/83- Brian cooks one of his series selfmates and fixes it. 
9/5/83-Brian on Zoroastrianism. There was a lot of Zoroastrianism imagery in Moby Dick 
by Melville which Brian had just read but no chess. 
28/6/83- Brian was very pleased when John Nunn the UKGM thought his SH/28 a good 
one. Brian down with a virus but worked through Alexandre’s 2-ers & 3-ers in Praktische 
Sammlung the 1846 work he had bought earlier. 
(I don’t know if this was the start of his decline in health) 
17/7/83-Brian tries to correct a Whyatt problem and shows his skills in all the attempts-
the problem became a puzzle in CIA-could anyone save it? ..still skeptical on Venafro.. 



*1/8/83- Another of Brian’s brilliant letters:- 
On the Karnamak: Murray, who had access to the complete text in German, may well be 
right when he says this is ‘mixed with legend and fable’ (p.149). Just as 19c English 
versions of ‘Red Riding Hood’ aren’t proof of the survival until then  of wolves in the 
wolds,so the Karnamak, if sufficiently fanciful, wouldn’t be proff of the early appearance 
of chess at the court of Ardashir. 
 
The Chatrangnamak: this does seem to be, in its detail and arguably early date, a crucial 
document for the problem of the origins of chess. As you say, it’s dated either A.D. 650-
850 (Murray p.150) or A.D. 650-750 (Murray, in BCM); it’s not clear if the latter is his 
considered change of view. Noldeke, whom he followed, did talk of the ‘first centuries’, 
notthe ‘first century’, of Islam in Iran (Murray, p.150 n.2). Possibly the evidence arises 
from its religious allusions, as in its para. 15 (See Murray, p.152, for text): it claims ‘the 
creation of the world was in the 6 times of the Gahanbar’. This may be, though I don’t 
fully understand it, an allusion to either the six days of creation ( a Judaeo-Christian 
doctrine that was translated to Islam) or to the Augustinian six ages (a Christian doctrine 
that again passed to Islamd); it might therefore be non-Zoroastrianism. The 
‘resurrection’ of para. 18, of the Gathas on, did a belief in heaven and a chilly hell (acc. 
To ERE XI.847a), and the term ‘resurrection’ might be Zoroastrian as well as Islamic. 
But if the text does have Islamic doctrine, it is likely to post-date the Arabic conquest or 
Iran (a piecemeal invasion, but more or less complete by the murder of Yazdgard III in 
A.D. 651). 
 
I take it, incidentally, that ‘Hurmazd’, paras. 10 and 16, is the Zoroastrian term for God, 
but that this word remained in use in Iran after the conversion to Islam. In Old English, 
terms such as ‘God’, ‘hell’ and the names of the days of the week, originally heathen, are 
adapted to Christian use. 
 
In any case I am willing to believe, following Murray, al-Masudi and the 
Chatrangnamak, that Iran adopted chess in the reign of Chosroes I (531-79). Yes, 
Murray did go on to argue (BCM p.586/1936) for a date of c 570. Chosroes seems to 
have defeated the Huns about 560, when he ‘finally smashed the Epthalite power… the 
eastern frontier of Iran was resestablished on the Oxus. In the north, attacks by the Huns 
were successfully resisted’ (H. Chirahman, Iran, English tr. In Penguin, 1954 p.305), 
Murray’s BCM argument is not conclusive, however. Granted, northern India was in an 
unsettled state until c.550, and hence there is a positive, if weak, argument for the 
invention of chess after rather than before this date. On the other hand, the 
Chatrangnamak’s story about Chosroes might fit the earlier part of his reign better than 
the latter part; it relates that he was threatened with having to give tribute-historically, 
he stopped giving tribute to the Epthalites about 540, and probably never gave tribute to 
India, nor could seriously be expected to. Of course, the story is a story, and the stigma 
of tribute-giving would have remained in Iranian memories for at least a generation. The 
fairest conclusion might be that we simply don’t know in what part of Chosroes reign it 
was, and that c.570 is a mere guess. Chess might even have been introduced under some 
other Sasanid, and, for the sake of the story, have been said to have been introduced 
under the great Shahanahah. 



 
Finally, as to India. I’m inclined in general to suspect that chess may have been there for 
fractionally longer than Murray allows. That 50-year rule is inexact, and the invention 
may well have been earlier than ‘Dewasarm’. Chosroes’ unknown contemporary who 
comes into the story in such a suspiciously fictional way, without however going back to 
the days of Ardashir. The silence of Fa-hien is certainly something. The argument from 
silence, on the other hand, is very strong with Venafro-you have the silence to explain, 
not only of Fa-hien, but also of all late Latin authors, Pliny the Younger, Servius, 
Macrobius, Boethius, the voluminous and well-preserved Augustine, Cassiodorus, the 
encyclopaedist Isidore of Seville, and the Venerable Bede. If Bede wrote on finger 
counting (‘De computo digitorum’) and the calendar and other mathematics, his silence 
alone is quite weighty…. 
It’s not too easy for me to photograph my library: (1) I don’t have a camera (2) It’s split 
up into three different rooms at present-yes, that assemblage of 200+ chess books might 
currently be argued not even to exist as a collection (3) as I’ve said previously, I’m not 
even a collector but a haphazard accumulator, and haphazard accumulators don’t 
photograph their accumulations…...  
 
16/8/83- In my reply I wrote Brian that this effort had been sent to John van Manen who 
always liked to sit as Devil’s Advocate and cheer the combatants from the sidelines 
whilst at the same time shooting down all the players!  
And now Brian is an accumulator not a collector? I told him Norma reckons I accumulate 
dust as well as collect and surely he could send a photo of the ‘great accumulator’ sitting 
midst his accumulations at the same time sending him one of mine. He was unmoved! 
 
29/8/83-Brian’s SS/14: cooked by Nigel Nettheim. A lot more on Venafro and he was 
sure they were a ‘plant’ from a later era.  Spot on!! 
6/10/83-Bernie Johnson sells CIA to Peter Parr-Problem Corner may be in trouble. Brian 
was concerned but no difficulties. He liked Charles Harness’s story on Zeno, the chess 
playing rat in The Rose (great SF). He liked Brian Harley’s book as a problem primer and 
enjoyed it at school. 
10/10/83- Brian saw Peter Parr about CIA & PC and was reassured. 
 
*17/11/1983-Brian sends details on Maitland Weekly Mercury (enclosed-this was the 
mini detail I left on your answering machine-I did that because you leave for work soon)  
….After solving the J.J. Barry problem in the November PC, it struck me that for Barry I 
should check the Library’s microfilm of the Maitland Mercury. Yes, he is there…On 
March 13, 1897, he is reported as taking ‘top board’ for ‘Outsiders’ in a match against 
West Maitland-and won his game…….This chess column, by the way began in the 
Maitland Weekly Mercury (a sort of week-end magazine) on Saturday, May 23, 1897, and 
ran until Saturday, July 31, 1909. It is usually on p.6 of this. It was anonymously edited: 
the letters M.M. with the heading of each column that you see in the Xeroxes can hardly 
stand for anything other than ‘Maitland Mercury’. The editor moved to Sydney in 
February or March of 1898, but continued to edit the column from there (he asked for 
contributors to write to him as ‘Mercury’ at a couple of Sydney addresses). He continued 
up to August 4, 1906. Then the address reverts to Maitland (C.D. initials now,=’chess 



and draughts’), with, I suspect, a different anonymous editor taking over. A curious 
renumbering of the problems takes place in mid-1908; problems no.621, given in May 23, 
1908, appears as no.26 (621) when its solution is given in the issue of June 6. The 
numbering continues 87, 88, 89 etc. (This probably represents the count of columns done 
by the second editor). The column fizzles out in July, 1909, with the last two columns 
appearing in reverse order (no.135, on July 17; no.134, on July 31. 
 
I have read the column through up to May, 1902. Each time there is a diagram with a 
‘problem’ or ‘game ending’ (many pieces) or ‘end game’ (few pieces); there is much 
reprinted material, though astonishingly varied and well selected. The first original 
problem I can see is no.51(‘ by Alroy, Newcastle’), May 8, 1897. the second original is 
Barry’s no.57. Another original is no.89, January 29,1898, by J.F.V. (who sounds as if he 
might be one of the Viners). In 1901 and 1902 there are several originals by ‘H.A. 
Gough, East Maitland’; I solved a couple of these and passed others over, but he seems 
to have improved in composing skill with his successive contributions. On the whole, I 
admire the first editor a good deal; in his decade with the column he put in work 
equivalent to more than one book….. 
 
You will wonder about J.J. Barry of West Maitland and so I asked the question in PC and 
Brian provided the answer. He also sent me some xeroxes of the Maitland Weekly 
Mercury chess column –but not much local news in those-good column though. 
 
*5/12/83- Brian:-….Ah, so it was J.F. Volckman, was it, who started as editor of the 
‘Maitland Weekly Mercury’ chess column; I’d suspected you might be in the know. Those 
initials J.F.V. with problem no.89 (29/1/98) would of course be his own. It’s none too 
apparent, though, that he did give up editing the column in 1899: my impression, when I 
looked through it, was of a single style up to August, 1906. the change of address (it is 
‘377 Pitt Street., Sydney’ until 23/7/98, and ‘School of Arts, Pitt Street, Sydney’ from the 
next column on) almost certainly does not entail a change of editor. I could be proved 
wrong here, naturally, in Volckman died in 1899, or if other records are against it. 
 
And yes, the column’s no.80 by Barry is already in Bignold: I suppose I should have 
guessed that, if it had really been original to the MWM, rather more would have been 
said of it. On the same grounds his no.57 is likely to be a reprint from somewhere…..  
 
 As an attachment he sent the cooks & corrections in Alexandre mentioned in his 28/6 
letter but I won’t enclose those. 
 
Book 15 15/12/1983-18/6/1984 
14/12/83-Brian comments on J.G. Estiott’s 5 problems  he’s certainly promising 
22/1/84-Brian sends me his excellent book of 50  problems. A nice dark blue hard cover 
with photocopied pages. Only 7 copies! 
 
1/3/84- The 7 copies went to Rurik Bergmann, me, Bob Shearer, Aram Sendjirdjiam, Ken 
Fraser (MVA-SLV), and Lu Citeroni of BCPS (British Chess Problem Society) and 1 



kept by Brian. He also put comments of all the problems in Bignold’s Australian Chess 
Annual 1896 and The Dux 1914. 
 
9/4/84-Brian agrees to test the Guy Chandley Memorial 3-er Tourney for Alex Goldstein 
(Chandler was a UK problemist great, Goldstein was an Aussie problem great). Brian did 
not want photocopies of his 7 issue book circulated as he wanted to reprint it with 
corrections. 
 
7/5/84- Brian liked the PC write-up on his book Fifty Chess Problems and sent a further 
original SS/22. 
18/5/84-Brian gives his Order of Merit in the Guy Chandler Tourney. 
7/6/84- Brian analyses a document (in photocopy) from a UK dealer and decides it is 18th 
century work. He queried the value. He liked Checkmate in Prague  by Pachman 
especially interesting was his childhood under the Third Reich occupation, his 
encounters with Fischer and the events following August 1968… 
 
Book 16  1/7/1984-26/11/1985 
 
2/7/84- My letter informing Brian that Alex Goldstein was very pleased with his Order of 
Merit-the same as Alex!. 
9/7/84-Another original 2-er 
14/7/84-My letter to Brian offering him editorship of Problem Corner in CIA. After 10 
years it was time and a problem composer would be best to encourage young enthusiasts. 
28/7/84- Brian ..I’d enjoy doing it, being at least as involved in problems now as I’ve 
ever been… 
4/9/84- Brian saw Peter Parr editor & owner of CIA and all was well for the changeover 
of Problem Editor. He sent me his proposed column policy as to how he wanted to run it. 
He also advised that he had ..an incomplete draft of a booklet that is to be called ‘The 
Opening Position’ i.e. on composed puzzles based on the initial game array… 
(Ever seen that Greg? I never did) 
 
19/9/84- Brian decides to go ‘tourneying’ and so we didn’t meet him in Sydney on my 
annual trip to the Health Inspector’s Conference. He was thinking about policies for PC 
and asked if there were any unpublished problems. (I sent him a large batch). He then 
sent me a copy of his first column (November) which thanked me for my 10 years. As 
you know Greg there is no money in chess editorship! A free sub was usually as far as it 
went although Bernie Johnson helped JvM and I a lot with his printing costs on our 
various books. He never charged top dollar. You would have liked Bernie-he was a 
dinky-di Aussie-good chess player-chain smoker-liked a drink- club man-returned man 
(Middle East & New Guinea) and a true chess lover. His wife Del was very supportive 
but chess kept them poor. A cautionary tale for all would-be chess fanatics.  
 
15/10/84-Brian analyses all the unpublished problems I sent him. 
24/10/84-Brian goes ahead with Rurik’s pawnless problem competition and decides he 
will only put one problem of his own in the column per year. 
6/11/84-Brian hopes to get some Newcastle solvers in his CIA column. 



27/11/84-Brian discloses how he picks winning solvers. He uses a pack of cards-spade 
suit and allocates a card to each solver. He shuffles and pulls out the two winners. 
17/12/84- Brian going to Ballarat for the Australian Ch’ship. He writes of the closure of 
CAISSA the SA magazine. Arthur Willmott was problem editor with his column ‘What’s 
Your Problem?’ and had run it for 2 years. Brian was surprised but I wasn’t. 
 
29/1/85- Brian:-At Ballarat all competitors received a complimentary copy of ‘Caxton to 
computers’ and I accidentally picked up a second (free) copy in the Ballarat Public 
Library; this latter can go out, perhaps with the 64 stamps, to one of the prizewinners in 
Problem Corner. It’s a fine production, and the exhibition was most enjoyable-Guy 
West’s contribution to it, a selection of recent books for the practical player, got 
thorough use in the mornings by the earnest-minded mugging up contingent in the 
tournament, and I must admit I did a guilty browse through Benko’s book on the Benko 
gambit, as well as David Levy’s more recent one (Meerbach played it against me in an 
early round, though of course after I’d prepared myself for it no one else did) 
 
13/2/85- Brian described the Ballarat Exhibition:- Ken Fraser wasn’t there in person at 
the Caxton to computers exhibition, though the attendant at the Municipal Library told 
me he’d made two visits to set it all up. It is a drive of 110km from Melbourne to 
Ballarat. Actually the morning I was there the leaf from Caxton wasn’t on display, there 
being a vacant space in the exhibition beside No.1A. I suppose I might have instantly 
raised an alarm: ‘Ho, who’s made off with the Caxton?!’ but instead I was content to 
suppose the Library had withdrawn it from display for security reasons. (It would have 
made a good scenario for a thriller: a missing leaf from Caxton, six expert but terribly 
eccentric chess-players alongside all apparently deep in the study of the Benko Gambit, 
but whodunit?) Butrimov, I think, was in a glass case, as were all the early items. 
Anderson did indeed make a generous donation also in the Ballarat Art Gallery. 
 
18/3/85- I’ve made some very exciting chess book acquisitions lately. I enjoyed that 
Pergamon’s fiftieth chess title you recommended: it’s on the lines of the Chess Bouquet, 
and could I suppose have afforded smaller print and more details, but that’s the criticism 
of someone who laps it all up. The simuls referred to by Botvinnik on p.viii included one 
at Oxford that I took part in. I remember Botvinnik being asked afterwards by one of his 
opponents which side gave him stronger opposition-Oxford or Cambridge, and his 
hesitating for a moment before a diplomatic reply…. 
(Greg, here is a coup for Newcastle-Brian played Botvinnik) 
 
23/4/85- Brian’s next competition is to be for problems based on the Tarot cards-
Conjurer, Popess etc.  
(He did not send me his Botvinnik game although I asked him for it. Pity) 
 
7/5/85- Brian intends an award for best problem in his column over two years. 
17/5/85-My most expensive acquisition is a copy of Loyd’s ‘Chess Strategy’ with ‘1878’ 
on the title page (1881 is apparently when it appeared). This is the book of which a 
certain B.R. Foster of the Globe-Democrat said that it ‘stood next to the Bible’. Loyd 
commenting that ‘I have felt sore for thirty years at that adverse criticism’. It is indeed 



the most interesting theoretical account of chess problems of its time, though 
inconsistencies and weak expression are there too. My copy is from the ‘Max Judd 
Collection’ and shows signs of someone having corrected the punctuation in black ink.  
I’m a little curious about this; are these corrections something done by the printer or do 
they derive in my copy only from a post owner?...does your copy have a semicolon or 
merely a comma after ‘sacrificed’ (line 5)…Besides Loyd, I’ve also got just recently a 
copy, in Olms reprint on Van der Linde’s ‘Geschichte und Literatur’. Absurdly, for a 
number of years, I’ve had the ‘Quellenstudien’ which is only a supplement but not the 
main work. Also Eale’s ‘Chess…’ 
Brian also included a nice article from the local paper on Tomago House.  
Bernie Johnson died mid-year and Ian Rogers was made Australia’s first GM on 11/7/85. 
A sad and happy time for chess. 
 
12/7/85- Brian came down with a severe virus and this was a precursor to the end. On 
Venafro he wrote:-I suppose I was surprised that Eales didn’t give more space to Venafro 
and to Dalversin Tepe, but in a general history where there may be some sort of 
understanding with the publishers about the word limit, a historian may decide to curtail 
comment on what he ultimately sees as false trails, preferring to give more positive 
information. The Venafran pieces are Muslim after all!! 
(That was a nice dig Brian got in on me about Venafro. He was so right. Later radio-
carbon dating proved them to be from the Muslim period. I had also sent him the 
Laimons Mangalis problem books for a future booklet and wanted him to select the best 
problems. Mangalis was a Latvian composer who settled in Adelaide) 
 
15/8/85-Brian:-….my flu with a high temperature over five weeks, causing me to miss 
almost everything during that period-many classes, the visit of Phillip Adams to the 
University, the Friends of the University’s biennial week long book fair, which is easily 
the most impressive book sale to take place in Newcastle and from which it was reported 
in the newspaper one first-day customer hired a truck to carry away thirty cartons of 
books (I take it this can’t have been you, because you say you fly over the mountains in 
winter). I’ve had many local chess encounters postponed, and missed one or two of Phil 
Viner’s columns too, but did happen to take the issue with the notice about Bernie, of 
which a copy is enclosed. That funeral must have been a major chess event. Apologies for 
not having made progress on Mangalis, my flu has intervened…. 
 
5/1/86-  I called to see Brian at his home in Laman Street Newcastle that afternoon and 
found him quite sick and unable to cope with my visit. He had been ill since August-a 
viral flue which attacked him in spasms. He was trying to get ready for March Uni 
lectures. Tall, glasses, thin and very well-educated all that was obvious but I could not 
stay as he was infectious. I got the Mangalis booklets off him, shook hands sadly and left. 
 
23/4/86- By this time problem fans were concerned. Brian had missed getting columns 
into the Dec 85 CIA and also March/April/May 1986 CIA’s and I rang Newcastle 
University that week. Brian was still not back at work. 
 



8/5/86- Brian sent me a handwritten note:-I’m still confined to hospital and likely to be 
for another week or so. (I have a paralysed left hand) A guest editor this month would be 
a very good idea if you can arrange it with Peter. Sorry I haven’t any problems at hand-
they’re all at home in various files. 
( And so I used Brian’s first problem dating to 1970 and another from 1984 in the June 
column. The problemists all wished Brian well and sent nice notes of sympathy which 
were mentioned.) 
 
21/5/86-Another brief note came:-Thank you very much for the guest editing-continuity is 
important for the column. It’s quite likely I’ll need a guest editor next month too, and I’m 
sure you would be the best person to do it. My left hand side paralysis is clearing up-but I 
still can’t lift a pillow with my left hand, nor tie a bow, nor do various things that require 
precision. I’d also been liable to fainting fits when I first got up, and I’ll have to prove 
I’ve got over this before they can reasonably discharge me. 
Sorry for the brevity of this, but I’m finding it takes quite a lot out of me to write a letter 
at all. I’ll let you know whether I need a guest editor again. 
 
29/5/86- Rurik Bergmann saw him on 22/5 & 29/5-he was in a single room and his left 
side was still paralysed. Next week they were to release him with physiotherapy but there 
would be no more teaching. 
 
3/6/86-Brian’s last letter:-I’m afraid I’m still stuck here, and am likely to be for the 
coming fortnight. So may I ask you to be guest editor again? I appreciate the compliment 
of reprints though neither is my favourite problem-the trouble with the Problemist 2-er, is 
that it’s actually very easy, a good solver arguing, this is likely to be a cross-checker, 
how can cross-checks occur? The variation after 1…Sd4 has something I suppose. 
I haven’t forgotten that I owe you a letter on Mangalis, as well as replying to many of the 
other interesting things you’ve brought up. I have such a backlog of chess 
correspondence. 
 
Brian died of Aids on 20/6/1986 two days short of his 44th birthday. He was cremated on 
26th June. I found out after the event from Rurik Bergmann who attended the funeral and 
spoke on Brian’s chess achievements. There were over 30 at the service including the 
chess and university friends and the Chess Club President.   
 
Brian’s partner, Barry Baker looked after him in and out of hospital for the final 6 months 
or so and wrote me that Brian really felt for the loss of his independence. The Newcastle 
University offered to take his chess collection and there were also 1000 books in his Uni 
office. The family agreed to donate the chess books where the Special Collection now 
rests in the Auchmuty Library of the University. He was working on a thesis about the 
Venerable Bede and was transcribing early European writings. Barry posted the solving 
prize for one of Brian’s tourneys and Rurik handled other prizes and we wrapped up the 
chess column with Arthur Willmott taking over in October 1986. It was very upsetting 
for me. A good chess friend was gone and he had helped me greatly from a mental slump 
in the 1970’s. His letters are wonderful to re read and his death was a sad waste. 
 



 
 
Here is a poem that came to me with various other material after Brian’s death:- 
 
The myths of the Scyths, with perhapses and ifs 
Are well trodden paths, but on dangerous cliffs 
For amateur sailors in frailest of skiffs, 
These Scyths were devoted to bashings and biffs 
And left all their victims with the status of stiffs, 
In short, I’d as soon meet with wild hippogriffs 
Ah, Terence! flirt not with those terrible Scyths!  
 
I do not know who ‘Terence’; is. As for the Scyths, I presume they are the nomadic tribes 
of BC Europe-the Scythians? A clever poem and maybe someone has more of Brian’s 
poetry or prose? 
 
Bob Meadley 29 March 2006 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This tribute is from the University Magazine. 
Photo below c. 1984 sent by Barry Baker. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
Dear Greg,                                                                                   41/5th Avenue 
                                                                                                    Narromine 2821 
                Your 31/3 letter to hand. Thanks for the enclosures from Volckman’s Maitland 
Weekly Mercury Column. He was a good editor. 
 
I posted ACL 1,3,4,5 & 6 to you by registered mail 10/4.  
 
You have chronologised all the material well on chess in Newcastle . As for the gaps, I 
do have The Austral (1922-29) on mf and will look through it. There was nothing in my 
part-only set of The Australian Chess Magazine 1919/20 but I’m missing a lot, nor The 
Australian Chess Journal 1900 which is fairly complete. But I think (as Daphne well 
knows) that detailed material on chess in the 19th and early 20th century in Newcastle is 
like family history. The gold is hard to pan. Sometimes one finds a diary or historic 
resume but mostly it is hard slog- a name here-a snippet there. 
 
GERNERALLY:- 
1. Chess had a boom in the 1890’s ( * see JvM’s unpublished Short History of Chess). 
2. Chess was played at the Newcastle School of Arts  which was emulating the Sydney 
School of Arts Chess Club. And like all clubs there were highs and lows dependent on 
the player/organizer who kept things going. 
3. Chess columns suffered in the early 20th century due to a lack of space in the 
newspapers and a loss of interest in chess. You only have to look at the gaps for the Aust. 
Ch’ship 1899-1906 vacant; then another gap 1906-1912; then a huge gap 1913-1922 and 
even to 1931 the ch’ships were sparse. All this results in a loss of interest. When the big 
boys argue and won’t play, the chess-playing public lose interest. Cathy Chua’s book 
gives you an insight. 
4. 19th century chess was an upmarket game-not played much by the working class man. 
So selected clubs and venues hold the key. Those of course, are not attractive to the 
average chess person.  
5. Today the public view chess as a bit too cerebral and when I adjudicate at school 
tourneys in Dubbo, I can see that most of the players are the future leaders of the 
community, who correctly relegate chess to a minor hobby. Work and money are 
paramount and you would know of plenty of young strong chess players in Newcastle 
who ‘drift away’. It is logical. 
6. I think following up the Newcastle School of Arts in your great Local History Library 
will get you some answers. Also Jacobsen’s visit in 1894. I would bet it was associated 
with the SOA as he was a long term member of the Sydney SOA. (I noted a Mr. Friend in 
Sydney in the early 1900’s. Could be JLJ’s 1894 opponent doing a Volckman.) 
7. I had a lot of dealings with the Newcastle Local History Librarian Charlie Smith of 
30/10 Gibson Street Belmont (ph 49452682) in 2002. He is long retired and now his 
address is a retirement village. Top operator if still alive. Not sure but give him a ring. 
Again there was a smart older woman in the Local History Library when we spent a week 
there in 1997. If she is still there she would be worth a question or two. 



8. Neville Ledger had the same problem and you are walking down the same road. 
9. Given what we know on early Newcastle Chess you can hold your head high:- 
(a) 1845 Hunter River Chess Club-Richard Windeyer & co. Probably didn’t last long and 
would be gone by 1850. RW died in 1847 I think. 
(b) 1850-1870-Chess in various upmarket clubs-was there a Newcastle Club or a 
Business Club? Legal Club? 
© 1870-first move by Selwyn and led to the SOA in my opinion. 
(d) 1890’s-other clubs start-the chess boom. 
(e) 1900’s the demise-caused by argument at the top level. See JvM Short History. 
(f) 1920’s The Austral starts following The Australian Chess Magazine-boom times. 
(g) 1930’s Purdy’s ACR kick starts Sydney chess and a flow-on to 
Newcastle/Wollongong. When did BHP come to Newcastle? 
(h) 1946+-You have that covered. 
 
I think you can write generally using quotes from * JvM where the gaps are. And the post 
WW2 period is really what will be of interest to the older chess players and the lapsed 
ones. Perhaps a RSVP in the local paper might drag out an elderly former player with 
anecdotes. 
 
One thing is certain-if it wasn’t for you Newcastle’s chess history would be lost and if 
there are gaps, that makes it more intriguing for others to fill in later. Keep at it Greg. 
 
I am now going through JvM’s library which I bought in 1994 and have discovered 
another gap-filler with a Newcastle player A.A.O’Connor who played in the 1916 NSW 
Ch’ships (Enclosed is Early Chess Ch’ships of NSW by JvM –CIA March 1975) 
* Also enclosed is JvM’s unpublished monograph A Short History of Australian Chess. 
My late friend never got round to publishing and I think you will agree that it fills a gap. 
His family, with whom I am in recent contact were pleased to see his Bibliography 
updated and they would be even more pleased to see him get a mention in your book. 
The copy you now have is ONLY the second copy in existence as I got John’s original 
and have photocopied it. I really would like to see it published in a formal history such as 
yours and you are welcome to any kudos that comes from it. It was written in the 1980’s. 
If you put it in as an addendum or postscript that would be satisfactory. 
 
I also enclose Country Ch’ships of NSW pt 1 &2 (3 never appeared). Too late really but 
as Brian Tomson had a hand, thought it might be of interest.(CIA 1986 p.256 & 366) 
 
Do you like my paraphrasing of Tartakower’s aphorism on your letter?:- 
  Chess History is a fairy tale of 1001 wonders. I wonder what went on there? I wonder? 
 
I have also examined the NSWCA Minutes for 1901-1913-And to quote Sergeant 
Schultz-Zey have nussing. Very Sydney-centric actually for what was a NSWCA. 
 
And finally JvM had Issue No. 1 of the Gambit Chess Club Newcastle magazine. Not No. 
2 which is a pity as he thought that was all there were. If you haven’t seen it let me know. 
 



 
 In going through Bignold’s Australian Chess Annual 1896 (yet again) and from which I 
gave you details of the Newcastle & Wallsend SOA Chess Clubs, I missed the Lambton 
Chess Club-President R. Snowball; VP’s Jas Morgan & W. Daun; Hon Sec Chas Noble; 
Hon Treasurer Geo Wright. 
There was also a club at East Maitland-East Maitland Chess Club President Jas Vernon; 
Hon Sec J. Fred Volckman; Club Rooms- Mechanics Institute East Maitland; Special 
Days-Tuesdays & Thursdays; Subscription-Free to Members of Institute; Membership -
14. 
 
Sorry for missing them. Nice to see our friend Fred V surfacing as an active secretary. 
Your district was well served chess-wise in the mid 1890’s. Note Mechanics Institutes & 
SOA’s sometimes are separate. I’d missed that so you need to think about both when 
researching. 
 
Bignold writes very well and his book has a lot of good content. It was mooted to be an 
“Annual” but only this one appeared. He did not get the cooperation he should have got 
from Victoria when including details of all the clubs but it is still the most important 
historical chess work in Australia and is the only link between the 19th & 20th centuries. 
A small sized book but has 170 pages. I got a photocopy from the Anderson Collection of 
the State Library of Victoria, decades ago and if you ever find yourself in Melbourne 
with free time go to 328 Swanston Street and enjoy. 
 
One other comment on ‘gaps’ might be of interest. Thomas Harlin wrote on the 
Melbourne Chess Club in the Annual and that lethargy crept in and, as early as 1876, the 
club was threatened with death from inanition. They then introduced whist with the 
chess, found a new clubhouse and by 1883, whist was the principal support of the Club! 
A rival club appeared in the Victorian Chess & Draughts Club and that club split into a 
chess club and a draughts club. You can read all about it in Ken Fraser’s article in ACL. 
The Forgotten Chess Clubs….. Dangers everywhere for chess as well as lethargy-other 
games! Bignold also mentioned in the chess columns chapter The Maitland Weekly 
Mercury has recently opened a chess column.  So I missed that too, We sure owe a debt 
to Hugh Baron Bignold –Barrister at Law for writing his Chess Annual.   
                  
Comments on the Maitland Weekly Mercury Chess Columns that you sent:- 
 
23/5/1896:- Volckman says there are two School of Arts in Maitland. Bignold gave 
details on East Maitland Chess Club and there must have been a West Maitland Club. 
This makes me think that there may have been intertown play between Newcastle and a 
combined Maitland team. Might be worth contacting a Maitland Librarian or Local 
History person. 
13/6/1896:- Note that Frank Earp was a member of the Committee of the Newcastle 
SOACC (Bignold). A good pickup Greg. Lots of godd chess news about the district. 
14/11/1896:- There were ship games in the British Chess Review of the 1850’s but not 
involving the Captain. The Chess Congress proposed was 1897 Warrnambool. 



30/10/1897:- A famous chess poem that one-Gin a body by Spens. The Chess Bouquet by 
Gittins is a problem book with biographies of the composers and photos/engravings. The 
British Chess Club Rooms described are very upmarket. 
12/2/1898:-Not a bad first problem effort by Volckman. Better than mine at age 22 but 
his Rh1 is badly out of play and screaming to be moved. 
19/2/1898:-Yes-boys and freetime! Always a worry and my memory is still good for 
those long ago days. Probably why every boy should have a father! 
5/3/1898:- Volckman becomes part of the Sydney SOA chess fraternity and so takes a 
side. These were bitter days with much argument between that club and the Sydney 
Chess Club. Jacobsen the SOA champion and Aust. Ch’n hated Wallace the SCC Ch’n 
and former Aust Ch’n. Dislike between and Englishman and an Irishman? I think 
Wallace was wealthy which may have grated with Jacobsen. (I was born in Hull UK, 
Jacobsen’s birthplace)-Volckman writes well. 
2/4/1898:- On Problem Solving and composition Mrs Baird produced two of the most 
beautiful chess books ever published-700 Chess Problems 1902 & The Twentieth Century 
Retractor and Chess Novelties 1907. What she says about solving is wise. 
23/4/1898:- V was no slouch to beat Henderson who was Wallaces main practice partner. 
A pity V moved to Sydney and I suspect his Maitland/Newcastle news faded. 
 
Thanks Greg. 
 
I have continued to try and fill gaps and have studied ACR 1940-1945. It has helped:- 
ACR p.121 August 1942-The Newcastle Chess Club has affiliated with the NSWCA. 
ACR p.168 Nov 1943:-Chess players of Maitland district were ever a clannish lot, but 
with an occasional ‘feud’ to enliven the atmosphere. The latest attempt to bring them 
together in a permanent club takes the form of a two round tournament to decide the 
local title. R.L. Rutherford with 12 points, has a substantial lead over eight other 
contestants. 
Check p.65 May 1944:- NSWCA visits Newcastle: On Saturday, April 22nd, five officers 
of the NSWCA Messrs J. Stewart (Senior VP); A.D. De Coek (Hon Sec); R. Pollock 
(Treasurer); E.Healey (VP); F.Ross (Tournament Director)in response to an invitation 
by the Newcastle Chess Club visited the coal city. They were met by the genial secretary, 
Mr R.M. Smith, who conducted them on a tour of Newcastle. At the Club rooms a five-
boards match resulted in a draw. Newcastle Chess Club; in keeping with its policy of 
progress, has a charming personality in Mrs Burns, who is a Chess Hostess. The visitors, 
after expressing their sincere appreciation of the hospitality shown them, departed on 
Sunday after exacting a promise from the Newcastle Club to visit Sydney in the near 
future. Secretary De Coek distinguished himself by bringing off a smothered mate in an 
unusual setting:-knlr4/lplN4/plp5/lnQ5…(1.Nb6+_..Ka7; 2.Nc8+..Ka8; 3.Qa7+..NxQ; 
4.Nb6++)  -F.Ross 
 
Check p.101 July 1944:- The NSWCA team that visited Newcastle recently was seven 
strong –not five as conservatively reported in May. The two not mentioned were J.S. 
Philipson (brd 3)the only player to win for the Association; and R.J. Curran (Newcastle 
delegate). Newcastle’s win was scored by Short against De Coek at brd 2. The other 5 
games being drawn. The smothered mate was in an off-hand game on the previous night. 



The visitors returned with glowing tribute to the Novocastrians hospitality, and if a 
wrong estimate of the number had to be given us, we should have expected it to be 14 
rather than 5. 
Interstater C.L. Shoppee, Newcastle champion, has married Margaret Rankin, the golf 
witch. The bride can probably lay a ball dead on K4 from the edge of the green, but we 
have not heard whether she moves pawns there. 
 
Check p.98 July 1945:- As last year, the Newcastle Chess Club held a visiting Sydney 
team to a draw:- Newcastle            Sydney 
                         J. Low          0        H.J. Abbey      1 
              A.B. Lawless           ½      A.R. De Coek ½ 
              A.Pressman              1        F.Ross             0  
              E. Martin                  1        J. Stewart        0 
              H.Weir                     ½       R. Pollock        ½      
 
Check p.174 December 1945:- Newcastle District championship previously held by C.L. 
Shoppee, was won by A. Mangan. Runner-up as last year was J. Low. Shoppee has left 
the district. Remaining prizewinners were Mrs M. Brady (third); A.B. Lawless and 
E.Martin (tie); H.Weir, A. Bortkevitch. 
Third match between Newcastle and Sydney, played at City Chess Club, Sydney was won 
by Sydney 6 ½  -3 ½ . At top board Mrs M. Brady Newcastle drew with D. McGrath; and 
at Board two Miss E. Martin (Newcastle) beat G.F. Harrison. Let us hope Newcastle will 
be represented in the next Women’s State Ch’ship. 
 
That  Ladies Ch’ ship was supposed to start 14 Jan 1946 but it took place much later and 
there were no Newcastle players in it. The players were:-Mrs B. Davey (1st), Mrs 
H.Redies, Mes E. Strahan, Mrs M Koshnitsky, Mrs R.E. Wells, Miss M Davey, Mrs E.H. 
Wright and in the Minor Tourney no Newcastle player that I’m aware of. (p.214 Nov 
1946 CW) 
  
So it was beneficial to become affiliated with the NSWCA. You should get a report in 
Newcastle papers of that 22/4/ 1944 match at Newcastle. 
 
The MVA has one of Shoppee’s books with some unusual feature I’ve forgotten. Ken 
Fraser will know. 
 
Bob Meadley  18 April 2006     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                    41/5th Avenue Narromine 2821                      9 September 2009       
 
Dear John, 
                  Good to get your phone call and hear that an exhibition is planned for many of 
the former lecturers at the University. 
 
Most of the material is on this file and I will enclose a letter following from Barry Baker 
not long after Brian died. If you do use it I think you need to get his permission. 
 
As you can see I got the photo from Barry Baker and I returned it to him. So it doesn’t 
look like there are many photos of Brian. 
 
He wrote a terrific letter and I will include the two obituaries that appeared in the national 
chess magazine Chess in Australia. 
 
Rurik Bergmann called and saw Brian in hospital and later attended the funeral where he 
said some words on behalf of the chess fraternity. Good fellow Rurik but sadly he too is 
gone. 
 
Brian’s great strength in chess was that he was a very very strong player and at master 
level and likewise in the composition of chess problems. You have a copy of his book in 
the collection. Only 7 copies but I have run off a few photocopies for others that were 
interested. It is highly likely, had he been spared that he would have made a problem 
master as well. 
 
And in chess, strong players hold sway and have clout. It was probably Brian’s letter that 
saved my problem column when it was axed in 1976. 
 
I wish the exhibition well and if there is a brochure or the like, please send me a copy. 
 
Thanks 
 
Bob Meadley 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


